
CHANGE OF PLANS



Channel Trends A BRIEF LOOK FORWARD

With budget adjustments and shifts in purchase patterns, channel marketers need 
to remain vigilant and highly responsive to market changes locally, regionally, and 
globally. To enhance engagement, organizations will be more strategic and closer 
aligned with the business goals of partners. 

As businesses move to new ways of operating, what was thought to be a tempo-
rary solution for the current environment, is likely to become a permanent change.

The transition from in-person to online events allow people that could not attend to 
now do so. As people become more familiar with speakers online, it opens oppor-
tunities for hybrid live/virtual events featuring guest speakers that may have been 
unavailable due to other commitments. 

In an economic downturn the knee-jerk reaction is to reduce investment in market-
ing. Yet the data indicates companies that continue to maintain their market pres-
ence through multi-tactic campaigns emerge in a far stronger position than those 
that cut spending. 

Personalized and highly targeted multi-touch campaigns rather than mass commu-
nication are more cost-effective for B2B IT vendors. A marketing automation plat-
form with a well designed, user-friendly portal allows partners to quickly customize 
and launch these campaigns across local, regional and global markets. 

These campaigns increase brand recognition and drive sales as they are tailored to 
the various stages of the buyer’s journey. 

Market expansion and reach will also be a focal point throughout 2021 as channel 
marketers look to achieve greater ROI in the recovering economy. Smart brands 
will not just focus on organizational size but provide more marketing support and 
content collateral to enable all partners to become effective marketers. 

Creating partner-friendly, customer-centric content is challenging and time consum-
ing for channel marketers with reduced budgets, personnel, and internal resources. 

That’s where the team at Elastic Digital can help. 

To find out more head to:
https://elasticdigital.com/services/
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